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and Sir Alfred Mond when these politicians came to
discuss, idealists as they were, the prospects of reunion
between the scattered and hostile remnants of the
Liberal party Had there been one sheltered glade
in the whole garden the fate of the Nation might have
been different There was at that time none, and
Margot and Alfred all too soon got tired of walking
about in the sun and gave up hope of making all
Liberals love one another Nevertheless, I discovered
on that occasion a magnanimity \\hich I had not
hitherto suspected in Margot, for whereas Mr Asquith
(Lord Oxford) was unable to appreciate at their true
worth the great abilities of Sir Alfred Mond, Margot
with surer insight both recognised and acknowledged
them
During these first years of my professorial epoch,
Mr Asquith was living in retirement at Sutton
Courtney only a few miles away, and would often bid
us come to see him at The Wharf Margot also, bright
and sudden as a meteor^ would sometimes shine upon
our lives Nearer still hved the Masefields So soon
as our house was finished John must come and carve
his name on the minstrels' gallery in the big room, and
there the initials are to remind me, now that he is
leaving us, how much his presence helped to make
our hfe on the hill a happy one
Boar's Hill, as we soon discovered after we went to
live there, offered m those days ample opportunity
for those who love to live the simple hfe Our house
might have been built in the backwoods of America,
so far as material amenities are concerned There
was, and still is, no public water supply The lucky
ones among us, and they are few, have deep wells which
give a constant supply The less fortunate have
shallow wells, always threatening to fail in dry weather
There was, in those days, no public lighting, neither
gas nor electric light, but what enterprise could not
undertake, competition can, and now we have both
Electricity came first and dug up our roads, gas followed

